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A Brief Note

United States

pictorial cancels. Crow, W VA, May 31…
............................................................$100.00

1846 cover with Turkey Foot, PA cancel.
Addressed to Lawyer in Ohio. ............. $125.00

1934 VF card with large black Crow, W VA
fancy cancel. May 25 ............................ $50.00

Civil war Patriotic cover with Rooster in cachet.
Cancelled Nashville TN and fancy leaf cancel in
stamp. ..................................................$50.00

1934 VF postal card with large, turquoise, highly
detailed Blue Jay cancel. Postmarked Blue Jay,
W VA Beautiful!..................................$100.00

Civil War, US Christian Commission . Small
yellow orange cover with carrier pigeon.$75.00

1934 Postmarked ED KY with purple 274
pictorial Turkey cancel. NOV 29 ......... $50.00

1889 Rare hand-drawn cover in red ink, bird
chasing insect! Postmarked Suffield, Conn, Feb
18. F-VF appearance, tiny tear at bottom edge.
Signed by artist A.B. Clark .................. $125.00

1934 ED KY VF cover with Maryland
Tercentenary cachet and purple Turkey cancel.
NOV 29 ............................................... $60.00

1921 Panhellenion phonograph advertising cover
with Bird in cachet. MUSIC...................$40.00

1935 VF cover, Flag Day cachet with red eagle in
circle cancel. Postmarked Old Washington , OH
June 14. ............................................... $50.00

We are pleased to offer you this unique
collection of specialized Birds. As items are
available in limited quantities (most are
one-of-a-kind!), we suggest ordering early
to avoid disappointment. If possible a list of
alternates is appreciated. Time payments

2¢ Postal Card with cachet of BIRD (quail) and
DOG. Advertising on front cover for Spring
Farm, NY. As this was illegal at the time - it is
very rare! ........................................... $200.00

1936 Cover cancelled Crow Agency, Mont. “60th
Anniversary Custer’s Last Stand” cachet.$20.00

are possible. However, with the specialized
nature of this list, discount plans such as the
Monthly Purchase Plan are not applicable.

Fancy Cancels

1939 Artistically handpainted cover with
numbered cachet to Mrs. Helen Roosa. Colored
pen and ink drawing of Bird house and birds.
Signed and dated................................... $85.00

As always, SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!

Abbreviations
NH = Never Hinged
LH = Lightly Hinged
OG = Original Gum
VF = Very Fine
D/S = Deluxe Sheet
S/S = Souvenir Sheet
M/S = Miniature Sheet
SG = Stanley Gibbons catalogue
Mi = Michel catalogue
DM = German mark
ovpt. = overprint

We are pleased to offer you the following
selection of U.S. fancy cancels, always a
popular and interesting collecting area
1929 cover Indianapolis, IN to PA with two blue
pictorial double headed eagle cancels. ....$35.00
1929 2¢ postal stationery with added colorful
franking. F-VF registered cover with small duck
pictorial cancel in purple, six times all in a row!
Used only 2 months. Postmarked DUCK, NC
Dec 18, and properly backstamped!...... $300.00
1931 FDC from Roselawn, IND. Magenta eagle
on flag, in circle pictorial cancel. Used one day
only! ....................................................$50.00
1932 VF airmail cover with patriotic cachet.
Large purple eagle and stars pictorial cancel in
purple. Postmarked Henton, IL Jul 4 ......$50.00
1933 Thanksgiving Day patriotic cachet with
black NRA eagle pictorial cancel. ..........$30.00
1933 #729 on cacheted cover tied with large
purple eagle Independence Day cancel.
Postmarked Independence MA Jul 4 .....$40.00
1933 #732 unaddressed cover with Wiley Riley
Post cachet and map. NRA eagle cancel in blue.
.............................................................$30.00

1936 VF cacheted cover of Pelican, cancelled
Pelican, LA and pictorial cancel of Pelican in
magenta. .............................................$125.00

1940-41 F-VF U.S.S. Ship covers. Cancel with
ship’s name matches hand painted watercolor
bird cachet. Each cover is unique with control #
on reverse. Each with printed addressee J. Robert
Bund in California. Slight toning towards right.
Spectacular for an exhibition! Your choiceea
………….$40.00

……………………5 or more, each $35.00
Oriole

Mallard
Rail

Teal

Sea Gull
Woodcock

Heron

Robin Swan
Pelican Turkey

Widgeon (printed cachet)

1940 cover with unique handpainted large
orange Parrot numbered cachet……$85.00
1957 #1098 F-VF NH Whooping crane
stamp with full offset design on reverse!
Fantastic exhibition piece. Striking full color
offset. Probably only one sheet.
$75.00
1972 #1465, 1757a Two Cardinal stamps on
addressed cover with red pictorial Cardinal
cancel………….. $5.00

1933 VF Special Delivery cover. #732 block of 4
with NRA eagle in blue in center. ..........$50.00

1985 Duck Stamp #RW51 VF NH with
special printing variety. PF cert…..$400.00

1934 Block of 4 on piece with Crow, W VA
cancel and 2x clear strikes of large pictorial
crows in black. .....................................$25.00

#2471 VF NH Lighthouse stamp missing 25¢
denomination. GULLS. …… $30.00

1934 VF postal card with two large black Crow
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Whippoorwill Lark
Sandpiper Thrush
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State Revenues - Duck stamps with complete set
of lighthouses. ...................................$200.00

Official US Commemorative
Panels
#2023 F-VF NH block of 4 on panel. Francis of
Assisi with Birds.................................. $20.00
#2072 VF NH block of 4 on panel, panel has
scene with Birds .................................. $20.00
#2086 F-VF NH block of 4 on panel. Birds and
river life............................................... $20.00
#2092 F-VF block of 4 on panel. Ducks,
Migratory Bird Stamp Act.................... $25.00
#2141a VF NH block of 4 on panel. Duck decoys
............................................................ $25.00

MICRONESIA

Australia

New Zealand

1912 Registered cover to U.S. with mixed
franking, Australia, Queensland .......... $100.00
#95a F-VF NH pane of 4 KOOKABURRA. Scott
$175. ................................................. $150.00
#95a F-VF H pane of 4 KOOKABURRA. Scott
$110. ................................................. $100.00
#173 6p Bird stamp on VF cover to USA.
Handpainted cachet of two penguins with “Heard
Island” flags. Beautiful Antarctic piece! $50.00
#365-79 F-VF NH Retail 244.70 SG £220.00
BIRDS ............................................... $245.00
#406-11 F-VF NH blocks of four with margins.
The complete BIRD portion of the decimal
definitive set. ..................................... $300.00

#128 F-VF LH bird stamp 1 .................$120.00
1940 VF cover with 1sh bird. First flight New
Zealand to USA via New Caledonia, Canton Is.
and Hawaii with backstamps. .............. $15.00
#918a mint Kiwi booklet...................... $14.00

#163 var. (163 b) F-VF NH missing dark
blue color Gaines cert. Cat, Bird,
Medicine……..$450.00

BRITISH AREA
Great Britain
1796 cover, ship Polly (the parrot) and Capt.
Crackers! VF cover in beautiful condition.
Fantastic!............................................$500.00
1856 Small cover per packet ship EAGLE. Clear
markings VF……. ..............................$225.00
1966 cover, Pigeongram with 16th Annual
convention cachet………. .................... $65.00
1966 Scott #461-64 SG #696-98pf in VF NH
block of 4 with missing emerald green color. (3
stamps affected) Tiny staining spot on
#696……............................................$225.00
1966 SG #696, 698 in VF NH block of 4 with
dramatic (5mm) red color shift! (two stamps
affected) .............................................$100.00
1966 SG #698-9j in VF NH block of 4 with
reddish brown color missing. (two stamps
affected) .............................................$175.00

1967 #19-32 F-VF NH blocks of 4...... $250.00
1967 #24 “double beak” variety. Radical yellow
color shift. ........................................... $25.00

Grenadines of St Vincent
19 value Bird set with Specimen
ovpt……………………$100.00

1899 CH #VP4 Pigeon Flight, SCARCE!
Genuine with Scarce cancel, somewhat
cleaned, but VF appearance, Cert. Campbell
Paterson NZ $20000!
$1850.00

Botswana

India
1931 VF small sized cover, 2nd pigeongram.
Clear Calcutta cancel.......................... $175.00
1933 VF Flight cover with special Prince Ali
Khan multi colored label, Penang to Bombay.
Official bird cachet. Signed Stephen Smith on
reverse. Great exhibition item! ........... $425.00
1941 VF pigeongram with silhouette of bird
across entire cover. Kalyan to Bombay with
complete advertising contents enclosed.
Interesting piece! ............................... $150.00
Postal stationery with printing shifted all the way
to the left! ........................................... $35.00
1987 cover, Silver Jubilee pigeongram, Hyerbad
cancel. ................................................. $45.00
1994 Pigeongram with bird stamp and cachet.
Pictorial bridge Jalpex cancel. .............. $50.00

Malta
1965 #327a VF NH Gold color omitted from
frames................................................ $150.00
1991 #779-82 NH WWF strip of 4 .........$2.50
Full sheets (4 strips)......................... $10.00

Scotland - Bernera Is
B33-34 40p and 60p birds, Imperf se
tenant pai……..$19.00
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Mauritius
#251-65 F-VF LH mounted in commemora-tive
booklet with photo of Post Office and
descriptions of each stamp. ................... $35.00
1968 #321-26 on FDC Birds ...................$5.00

Montserrat
VF NH Bird stamp in vertical strip of 5 with
20c ovpt. Bottom ovpt. error with 1 line
instead of 2……. $35.00
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New South Wales
1843 cover, per Eagle packet. Rare and
attractive item! $225.00
North Borneo
1949 #145 Helio proof, blue and
black………………$35.00
1931 #188 VF NH die proof, BIRD, ship,
Mt. Kinabalu….. $250.00
Norfolk Is.
1961 #41 on registered cacheted
FDC….$30.00
Papua New Guinea
1992 90t with error. Incorrect denomination
typeface. Withdrawn immediately but a few
stamps escaped. $125.00
St. Lucia
1976 #387-402 NH 2…… $30.00

Scotland - Staffa
Solid gold foil stamp of Bird. .............. $50.00
£2 Snow Owl....................................... $20.00

New Zealand Pigeon Post
In the late 1890s, there were experimental
flights with pigeons, carrying mail to and
from Great Barrier Is to Auckland 65 miles
away. There were two rival companies who
issued these stamps. Add interest to your
collection!

1985 #2528a NH block of four……$2.85

UNITED NATIONS

1960 #B59a-B60a VF NH two M/S of six,
imperforate! Sacred Kingfisher, Pigeon.
Beautiful item! $2250.00 now only ....$1850.00

St Vincent Grenadines
1978 #106-25 F-VF NH Specimen
ovpt……$75.00
#725-36 NH stamps and S/S Specimen
ovpt……..$35.00
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Solomon Islands
1976 #316-331 NH……

$35.00

W estern Australia
1854-57 #1 VF 1p black, large margins all
around. Neat grid cancel. Light cancel allows the
swan to be very visible. An exceptional example
of one of the world’s earliest bird stamps. Alcuri
cert.....................................................$200.00
1888 #61 Superb H strip of 3. Attractive piece!
Rare so beautifully centered! ...............$200.00
1905 #94 VF-XF NH/LH Two blocks of four,
each with two NH stamps and two very lightly
hinged stamps. Two strikingly different shades
and printings. One block with very large perf
holes, other with small perf holes. Great
exhibition piece! SG #143, 143a..........$100.00

Jamaica/Mauritius
1950 Group of 3 aerogrammes. 1 used
Jamaica, 2x mint Mauritius
$30.00

AJMAN
Bird stamp in printer’s block of 9, printed on both
sides. ................................................... $15.00
same in block of 15.............................. $45.00

ALGERIA
1957 #B89 Stork trial color proof pair .. $12.00
1949 #C8 Signed artist proof in green and in dark
blue. Stork ..........................................$175.00

1949 #C8 Signed artist proof in sepia. Stork
….$225.00
1949 #C10 Signed artist proof in sepia.
Stork ……$225.00

527-28 Bird Europa
572-73 Bird Europa
806 Penguins
865 Ecology, Bird
941 Owl
983 Birds
1062 Man with Bird
1108 Owl
1134 Birds
1167 Birds, globe
1172 Bird, Europa
1214 Bird, nude
1216 Crested Wren
1217 Woodpecker
1218 Tree Sparrow
1219 Hawkfinch
1220 Reed bunting
1221 Robin
1222 Blue Throat
1223 Stone chat
1224 Nuthatch
1225 Bullfinch
1226 Blue Tit
1227 Kingfisher
1228 Goldfinch
1229 Song Thrush
1230 Chaffinch
1239 Dove
1283 strip of 4, Birds
B420-2 Owl
B544-6 Bird, Europa
B712-7 Birds
B800 S/S Penguin
B850 Bantam Rooster
B893-6 Birds

Imperf
Proof
175.00
275.00
140.00
300.00
70.00
200.00
50.00
125.00
50.00
150.00
50.00
175.00
30.00
100.00
50.00
200.00
25.00
125.00
25.00
100.00
35.00
125.00
20.00
100.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
60.00
150.00
25.00
100.00
125.00
300.00
75.00
300.00
350.00
800.00
200.00
900.00
125.00
200.00
40.00
125.00
125.00
600.00

AUSTRIA BLACK PRINTS
Black proofs affixed to leaflet with printing
information etc. Comprehensive price list
available on request.
#634 Bird, Sword, Music ................... $20.00
#726 Law & Science, Bird .................. $14.00
#863 Innsbruck U., Birds ................... $12.00
#1139 Railroad, Castle, Bird................ $18.00
#1167 Page with Bird.......................... $15.00
#1411 Vulture, Bird, Zoo .................... $20.00
#B349 Stamp Day, Detail from Pyramid Tomb,
Birds, Hieroglyphs, ............................. $18.00
#C54-60 Birds as issued on 3 folders ..$450.00

BHUTAN
1968 #92-92I VF NH Imperfs. Mi 179-88B
DM 80. $20.00

BURKINA FASO
1965 #136-38 VF D/S Sunbirds ........... $45.00
1979 #515-21 Vulture, heron, ostrich, crane,
eagle, hoopoe Imperfs .......................... $42.00
1979 #515-21 Imperf pairs ................... $84.00
1979 #515-21 D/S ............................... $75.00
1965 #C20 D/S Abyssinia .................... $15.00

CAMBODIA
1960 #88-90 Flag and Dove Imperfs..... $15.00
1964 #132-34 VF NH corner margin imperfs.
Magpie, Kingfisher, gray heron. .......... $25.00
1964 #132-34 trial color proof pair ....... $18.00
1957 #C10-14 F-VF Deluxe proofs Cérès 10-14
...........................................................$350.00

CAMEROUN
Belgium Imperfs & Minister Proofs in
Black

1983 D/S on heavy stock…$45.00

FRENCH ANDORRA

Imperforates - Belgium imperfs are
prepared in the original colors and
distributed only to high government
officials. Most are retained for their own
collections so there is no direct distribution
to the philatelic marketplace. Sometimes it
takes years before these items find their way
onto the market, making them scarce and
seldom offered.

1982 #303 St. Thomas Aquines with Bird
D/S….. $15.00

CHAD

ARGENTINA

1959 #65 Dove over map progressive Trial color
proof in strip of 5 ................................. $30.00
1970 #C84 Imperf pair......................... $11.00
1970 #C84 Imperf block of 4................ $20.00

Minister Proofs in Black - Each of these
proofs is printed individually from the
original plates in black on special glossy
paper with a raised Ministry of Posts seal in
the margin. For earlier issues only 18 of
these handsomely printed proofs were
produced while today the largest printings
do not exceed 45. Only the highest
government officials receive these proofs,
making them very rare.

AUSTRIA

Bird set of 10, Jiangxi province.
Cinderella…...$20.00

1936 Post card with very rare cancel of kissing
pigeons. View of Salzburg cachet........ $125.00
1951 VF unaddressed postal card with collector’s
club “Albatross” cachet and two pictorial cancels
in blue of bird. ..................................... $45.00

COMORO ISLANDS

1943 interesting postal envelope with
monochrome picture around entire
envelope……..$35.00

CHINA, PR

#44 Dove, Imperf................................... $5.00
1967 #69-72, C20-21 VF D/S, Sunbird,
Kingfisher, Cuckoo-roller, flycatcher, Blue
cheeked BEE eaters. Cérès 41-44 ........$120.00

1967 #C20 Paradise Fly Catcher
Imperf…….$12.00
1967 #C21 Bee-Eaters Imperf….$15.00
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CONGO REPUBLIC

FRANCE

Fr So. & Antarctic Terr.

#122 Dove Imperf.................................. $5.00
1967 #168 Dove D/S............................ $15.00
1968 #170 Trial colors in imperf block of 10 with
margins. Browns and greens. ..............$120.00
#C143 Girl holding Bird progressive Trial color
proof in strip of 5 ................................. $30.00
1979 #C245-46 VF NH imperf strip of 2 + label
.............................................................. $8.00
1979 #C245-46 VF NH imperf sheet of
alternating se tenant strips. .................. $40.00

1810 cover. Clear prephilatelic postmark of the
town of LAIGLE (Eagle) in rare blue ink. A rare
and wanted cancel. ............................ $375.00

#2-7 Penguins, Seals imperfs............... $80.00
#75 Ship, Birds, imperf ....................... $13.00
#79 Bird, imperf ................................. $20.00
#82-83 Penguins, imperf ..................... $38.00
#89-93 Penguins, imperf ..................... $80.00
#C36 Penguins, UPU, imperf .............$150.00
1992 #C118 Ducks D/S........................ $35.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
1959 #942-48 1959 NH in M/S of 10 Mi #116369 DM 800.--......................................$300.00
1966 Pigeongram, Brno bird pictorial cancel.
Rare. .................................................. $90.00
1968 Pigeongram with red border and attractive
markings. ............................................ $75.00
1972 #1856 Goldfinch Set of 2 progressive
prints, red, black and brown. Second one is
yellow and orange...............................$500.00
1975 Illustrations for childrens books, small die
proof showing family of young birds. Lovely and
possibly unique...................................$350.00

1868 Unissued 2c Newspaper stamp in rose
carmine. Yvert #3 VF LH with sheet margin.
Signed Calves. FFr 10,000.-............. $1,300.00
#711-15 Tapestry, Birds, Porcelain, Glass, Gems,
Flowers Imperfs ................................... $70.00
#818 Pigeon, Bird Imperf...................... $20.00
#1269 NH Imperf color proof in olive and pink
(no gray) .............................................. $45.00
#1519 ART - P.Y. Trémois, Head & Eagle
Imperf.................................................. $52.00

1977 #1551 Signed proof in black with
stamp affixed, cancelled FD and signed.
BIRD……..$200.00
#1581 Bird Imperf................................ $25.00
#1589 Bird, Flower Imperf ................... $15.00
#1624 Child, Butterfly, Flowers, Bird Imperf
............................................................ $45.00
#1746 Birds Imperf .............................. $18.00
#1769 Authors, Birds............................ $11.00
#1818 Religion, Birds........................... $11.50
#1842 Puppets, Bird ............................. $11.00
#B452-53 Art, Dog, Bird ...................... $40.00

#B479-80 Children, Boat, Balloon, Cat,
Bird………$50.00

DAHOMEY
1972 #298 Signed artist proof in black, Fairy tale,
Stork, Fox...........................................$250.00
#C35-36 imperfs .................................. $10.00
Imperf pairs ................................... $20.00

FR EQUATORIAL AFRICA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

FRENCH GUIANA

1975 #746 VF NH imperf proof. Indian chief
with Bird in border............................... $25.00
1975 #748 VF NH imperf proof. Indian chief
with Bird and spider in border. ............. $35.00

1947 #C18 Eagle. Sunken D/S in green with
embossed seal. ..................................... $75.00

#202 Dove Imperf……… $5.00

FRENCH POLYNESIA
1948 #C19 Signed artists proof in turquoise
...........................................................$250.00
1948 #C17 Sunken D/S trial colors in blue,
............................................................ $50.00

FRENCH WEST AFRICA
1958 #76 Signed die proof in black.
Bird……$200.00
#85 Dove trial color proof single ............ $5.00
1947 #C11-14 Proofs in magenta on watermarked
paper, each mounted in folder. Egrets, Planes,
Aap. ..................................................$250.00

FUJEIRA
Printer’s proof bird block of 9, printed on front
and back. ............................................. $15.00
Same in block of 16 ............................. $20.00
Mi #356-64 30DM Imperfs .................... $8.00
Mi #356-64 Imperf pairs ...................... $16.00

GABON

15pta bird stamp in complete set of
progressive color proofs. $50.00

1947 #C20 Sunken D/S, 3 colors available orange, olive and emerald. Each............ $40.00

1963 #C14 Sunbird progressive Trial color proof
in strip of 5 .......................................... $30.00
1963 #C14 Sunbird, signed artists proof in dark
blue ....................................................$200.00
#C15 progressive Trial color proof in strip of 5
............................................................ $60.00
#C15 Bee Eater Imperf........................... $6.00
#C17 Narina Trogon progressive Trial color
proof in strip of 5 ................................ $30.00

Eagle S/S 200ptas 10 progressive color
proofs……..$50.00

FRENCH MOROCCO

GERMANY

1906 City Local Post, Alcazar - Wazan by
Spanish courier. 75c blue gray Fine OG NH.
Pictures PIGEON carrying a letter. Extremely
scarce! Signed Calve. Yvert #13 FF 2500.- for H
.......................................................... $400.00

1939 Picture post card, carrier pigeon show
cancel with pictorial birds. ................... $95.00
1961 #844 VF NH Imperf. Signed D. Wittman.
Mi 367yU DM 1600.- Bird..................$800.00
1988 #1564 VF NH “Muster” specimen ovpt,
Carrier Pigeon...................................... $40.00
1991 #1649-52 F-VF NH “Muster” specimen
ovpt. ...................................................$125.00

EQUATORIAL GUINEA

Set of 14 Nature Protection stamps. 7 values
picture Australian Birds and 7 values picture
So. American Birds. Each value is in 9
different progressive printing stages from
blank frame to full color with each printing
stage in between. 126 stamps total. $150.00

FINLAND
1901 #69 F-VF NH “M” and “A” at top not
joined. Eagle. Facit #54… $600.00
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1947 #C18 signed artists proof in deep violet
.......................................................... $200.00
1947 #C18 Sunken D/S in trial colors, 11
different. Each...................................... $40.00

1906 City Local Post, Alcazar - Wazan by
Spanish courier. 1p violet F-VF H Signed Calves.
Yvert #14 FF 2500 ............................. $350.00

Note that these are the two values of a set of
8 that are also priced used at about the
same price. The other 6 values are priced at
FF 15000.- each! We have never seen any of
this set offered previously.

Call 1-800-947-8267 or Fax 914-343-0068

GERMANY, EAST
1979 #1977 and #1980 on unaddressed
cover. Large pictorial bird in cancel and
cachet…$8.00
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GREENLAND

IVORY COAST

1967 #45 NH The Great No. Diver and the
Raven3................................................... $2.50
Block of 4........................................ $10.00

1966 #231-33, 239 (1966 values of set) D/S.
Pigeon, goose, partridge, francolin. ...... $60.00
1966 #237 50f, signed artist die proof in black,
Falcon, Lizard ................................... $225.00
1966 #237 50f, signed artist die proof in a rich
brown, Falcon, Lizard ........................ $225.00
1966 #238 75f, signed artist die proof in deep
blue. Ibis, Snake................................. $225.00
1966 #238 75f, signed artist die proof in brilliant
orange. Ibis, Snake ............................. $225.00

GUATEMALA
1918 Three progressive die proofs on india
paper in green. 1st-almost completed design
with imprint. 2nd-almost complete design
without imprint, 3rd-completed design with
imprint. UPU …. $300.00

JAPAN
GUINEA
Essay for bird airmail with blue frame. $30.00
Essays - Set of 7 regular stamps and 3 airmails,
all on red background..........................$150.00

Essays- same set as above, with green
background …… $150.00
#582-87, C113-13B Imperfs................. $50.00
#582-87, C113-13B Imperf pairs .........$100.00

An extremely rare postal telegram with
pigeons printed on pink border.
$350.00

#341-46 NH imperf pairs ..................... $75.00
#B3 NH strip of 3 Antelope.................... $5.00
#48 NH Monkey ................................... $1.25
#48 block of 4........................................ $5.00
#49 mint sheet of 20 Bird .................... $40.00
#49 NH single........................................ $1.50
#50 NH Reptile...................................... $4.00
#50 M/S of 20, Reptile......................... $75.00
#51 M/S of 20, Egret ........................... $40.00
#52 NH coin M/S of 20........................ $25.00
#55 NH Hippo ....................................... $2.50
#55 NH block of 4 ............................... $10.00

Please note: other Liberian sheets and
singles are available for other topics, please
inquire!

LIECHTENSTEIN
LAOS
1966 #122-25 Imperfs .......................... $25.00
1966 #137-40 D/S ................................ $60.00
1966 #137-40 Pigeons Imperfs.............. $24.00

1973/74 #537, 541 Bird part of set, NH 2 M/S of
20 4 ..................................................... $30.00
1939 C17-23 complete Bird set on 2 unaddressed
FDC’s. VF Rare in this condition and
unaddressed!.......................................$250.00

LIBERIA
GUINEA BISSAU
25k gold foil stamp, Eagle………. $25.00

HUNGARY
1915 Registered advertising cover Hartmann
Vilmos with peacock. Attractive!.......... $75.00
1983 #C431 imperf pair of Zeppelins on cover to
USA. Tied with toucan pictorial cancel in black.
Rare commercial use............................ $20.00

Hungarian imperfs are available for all your
topics! Please inquire!

ICELAND
1930 #152 Parliament set in green on
cardboard. Proofs with the yo ore partly
colored in blue. Bird……. $400.00

We are pleased to offer a wonderful holding
of Liberian M/S of 20 as sold by the Post
Office. These are a great addition to any
topical collection or exhibit!

LUXEMBOURG

#104a VF NH with inverted center! Bottom
sheet margin. Probably only a handful exist
NH!

MADAGASCAR

#237 F-VF NH full sheet of 16 with gutter
on middle. Bale catalog #261c full
sheet…….$325.00

ITALY

300 Dove Imperf.................................... $5.00
1964 #357 Signed proof in aquamarine
europufrui. Dove.................................$175.00

$150.00
#105 NH reptile......................................$7.50
#105 mint sheet of 20, Reptile............. $150.00
#106 NH single ......................................$6.25
#107 mint sheet of 20, coin................... $25.00
#108 NH block of 4 ................................$3.00
#109 NH block, flag ...............................$4.00
#110 NH animal................................... $10.00
#110 NH block of 4 .............................. $40.00
#117 NH block of 4, ship........................$4.00

#119 mint sheet of 50, spinning cotton

ISRAEL

#376-79 NH Bird, Cat, Dog, Horse......... $1.50
#376-79 NH blocks of 4 ......................... $6.00

$50.00
#123 NH block of 4, Canoe…….. $10.00
#125 rouletted mint sheet of 50,
anchor………$40.00

1937 Postal telegram announcing a Mickey
Mouse (Topolino in Italian) box of
chocolate named Elah. Rare early Mickey
Mouse item. Bird in flight cachet…$150.00

MALI
#120 Ducks Imperf ................................ $6.00
1980 #383 Imperf sheet of 25..............$100.00
1980 #383 Dove single Imperf................ $6.00
1980 #383 Imperf Block of 4 U.N. #C21 imperf
dove ...................................................... $6.00
1963 #C20 200f Sigend artist die proof in black.
Bird, Turtle, Stamp, Magnifying glass .$225.00
1963 #C20 200f Sigend artist die proof in deep
hunter green. Bird, Turtle, Stamp, Magnifying
glass ...................................................$225.00
1963 #C20 200f Sigend artist die proof in black.
Bird, Turtle, Stamp, Magnifying glass .$225.00
1936 #C36 Dove trial color proof pair .. $12.00
1985 #C52-5 Deluxe proof sheets......... $60.00
#C129 Doves Imperf ............................. $6.00
1979 #C356-57 se-tenant Imperf pair with label
............................................................ $12.00
1979 #C356-57 Imperf block of 4......... $24.00

MARTINIQUE
1947 #C12 Albatross. D/S, 12 different trial
colors. Each…… $40.00
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MAURITANIA

NEW CALEDONIA

1961 #C14-16 F-VF NH trial colors in strip of 3
with bottom margin. Flamingoes, African
spoonbills, slender billed gull. ............. $75.00
1964 #C29-31 VF D/S, Sand grouse, cormorant,
chanting goshawk ............................... $70.00
1964 #C29-31 VF progressive trial color proofs
in full sheets of 25! .............................$300.00
1969 #C84 D/S, dove, Camel ............... $15.00
1970 #C94-96 D/S ............................... $30.00
1963 #J38-39 Signed multi-color proof of 20 fr in
tête bêche pair, 20 exist. Bird. .............$300.00

#306 Dove Imperfs.................................$5.00
#306 Dove Imperf pair ......................... $10.00
1966 #345-46 D/S, Parrot and pigeon.... $30.0
Kagu.................................................... $60.00
1985 #511-15 D/S, Kagu ...................... $60.00

1944 Vichy Government, 100fr airmail
design. Different colored bird essays
available.
$150.00
1968 #C49A pigeons Imperf ................. $10.00
1968 #C49A Deluxe sheet ................... $18.00

MONACO
1962 #511 Yellow wagtails progressive Trial
color proof in strip of 5 ........................ $80.00
1962 #513 European Goldfinches progressive
Trial color proof in strip of 5 ............... $80.00
1962 #514 Blackcaps progressive Trial color
proof in strip of 5 ................................. $80.00
1962 #515 Great Spotted Woodpecker
progressive Trial color proof strip of 5.. $80.00
1962 #516 Nightingale progressive Trial color
proof in strip of 5 ................................. $80.00

#C41a-44a NH F-VF perf 13, three values
………$325.00

MONACO ARTIST PROOFS
All are very rare and this is the first time we
are able to offer them.
#C41 Proof in light blue…$425.00
Artist Die Proofs
Ask for our comprehensive list of
Worldwide Die Proofs and essays. A wealth
of topics can be discovered here! Add spice
and elegance to your collection or exhibit.

NETHERLANDS
1930 Telegram with printed pigeons and
decorative design. Rare! ......................$375.00
1961 #B353-57 NH single ..................... $8.00
Blocks of 4 ...................................... $32.00
1961 #B353-57 FDC Bird stamps and cancel,
Windmill cachet................................... $30.00
1961 #B358-62 Butterfly, Bird .............. $6.25
Blocks of 4 ...................................... $25.00
1962 #B368-72 NH Butterfly, Birds, Bicycles,
Music ................................................... $6.00
Blocks of 4 ...................................... $24.00
1963 #B383-87 NH ............................... $4.00
Blocks of 4 ...................................... $16.00

#C87 Splendid Glossy Starling progressive
Trial color proof in strip of 5……$30.00

PERU
1948 #C82-84 set on airmail cover to
USA…….$10.00

PHILIPPINES
1967 #B32-35 F-VF Used in presentation
folder with description of Birds and printing
process of stamps. Scarce!…….$20.00

POLAND
FREE PRICE LISTS!

U.N, U.S. & U.S. Trust Territories, Austria,
China, France, French Antarctic, ,,
Germany, Guyana, Israel & Palestine
Liechtenstein, Saudi Arabia Switzerland,
Vatican, Worldwide Year Sets and Europa.
Other Western European countries are
available by want list. We also have a large
stock of better U.S. and Worldwide.
Topical price lists available - Artist Die
Proofs, Austrian Black Prints, Belgium
Imperfs & Proofs, Butterflies & Insects, U.S.
Photo Essays & Autographed Plate Blocks
and Zeppelins & Aerophilately. We maintain
a large inventory of other Specialized
Topicals available by want list.

NEW GUINEA
#C28 VF NH missing ovpt! Only two sheets
exist…. $200.00

1956 680-81 on registered FDC to U.S. bird
stamp and postmark, bicycle stamp and cachet.
Additional postage on reverse................. $5.00
1959 40gr Dove postal card.................... $5.00
1968 40gr decorative Birds postal card ... $5.00
1969 40gr Postal card with stylized bird . $5.00
1970 40gr Postal card, map and birds ..... $5.00

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON
#356 Dove Imperf.................................. $5.00
#362 Eider Ducks progressive Trial color proof
in strip of 5 .......................................... $30.00

TOPICALS

Specialized material available for other
Topics. Please inquire! Also, ask for our
Butterflies & Insect price list!

SOMALI
#356 dove imperf……$5.00

NIGER
1960 #100 Ostrich progressive Trial color proof
in strip of 5........................................... $30.00
1967 #184 Signed die proof of redbilled hornbill,
1fr...................................................... $200.00
1967 #184 Trial color proof pair ........... $12.00
1967 #185 Die proof signed by artist, pied
kingfisher........................................... $200.00
1967 #185 Trial color proof ..................$6.00
1967 #185 Trial color proof pair ........... $12.00
1967 #186 progressive Trial color proof in strip
of 5 ...................................................... $30.00
1967 #186 Trial color proof ....................$6.00
1967 #186 Trial color proof pair ........... $12.00
1967 #187 progressive Trial color proof in strip
of 5 ...................................................... $30.00
1967 #187 Trial color proof ....................$6.00
1967 #187 Trial color proof pair ........... $12.00
1967 #188 Sandgrouse progressive Trial color
proof in strip of 5.................................. $30.00
1967 #188 Trial color proof .................. $12.00
1975 #316 VF NH imperf ..................... $10.00

SPAIN
Spanish civil war censored advertising cover
with detailed drawing of bird in flight and
fish in water. These were frowned upon at
the time. Great showpiece! ……. $125.00

SWEDEN
1969 Reader’s Digest prepaid reply
envelope. Bird franking……. $35.00

1975 #316 NH corner margin block of
4………$40.00
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SWITZERLAND
1875 cover with pigeon in indicium. .... $65.00
1911 #149, 152 + 12c envelope. Cover with pen
and ink drawings of BIRDS on front and back,
drawn prior to mailing. Contents intact.
Interesting piece! ................................. $50.00
1929-30 #C13A-15A VF NH Block of 4. Bird
...........................................................$410.00
1939 Military block of 4 with pigeons on cover
and possibly used in the mail................ $35.00

TOGO
#347 Dove Imperf.................................. $5.00
1968 #654-55 Chicks Imperf ................ $12.00
#849 Bird with letter Imperf ................... $6.00
1981 #1107-10, C446-47 F-VF NH imperfs
............................................................ $40.00

TUNISIA
1956 #289 Dove & Woman D/S ........... $12.00
1956 #289 Dove Imperf ........................ $6.00
1956 #291 Dove & Woman D/S ........... $12.00
1956 #291 Dove Imperf ........................ $6.00
1956 #293 Dove & Woman D/S ........... $12.00
1956 #293 Dove Imperf ........................ $6.00
1958 #330 Dove, Imperf ........................ $5.00
1959 #342 Woodcock in Ain-draham forest
Imperf .................................................. $6.00
1961 #388 Dove D/S............................ $12.00
1961 #388 Dove progressive Trial color proof in
strip of 5.............................................. $30.00
1961 #388 Dove Imperf pair ................ $12.00
1961 #389 Dove & “Liberation Tunisia” D/S
............................................................ $12.00
1961 #389 Dove Imperf pair ................ $12.00
1961 #390 Dove & “Liberation Tunisia” D/S
............................................................ $12.00
1961 #390 Dove Imperf pair ................ $12.00

TURKEY
1976 #B153-56 NH Birds....................... $3.20
Blocks of 4...................................... $12.80
1979 #B173a NH strip Wildlife.............. $4.00

TERMS OF SALE
Condition: All stamps are in F-VF or better
condition and priced in $US. Please let us
know if you have any special condition
requirements.
Payment Methods: $US; cash, check,
money order, bank transfer, credit cards
(Visa, Mastercard, AmEx, Disc). Frequent
buyers may pay after receipt of shipment.
Outside the US clients may pay in other
currencies, please ask.
Sales Tax: All orders shipped to New York
addresses must add sales tax. Please indicate
county.
Shipping within the US & Canada: All
orders are sent privately insured by first
class, numbered mail, or UPS, according to
value and size. All orders under $150.- are
charged the nominal fee of $3.00 toward
shipping and private insurance. Orders over
$150.- are charged $5.00 There is an
additional fee of $3. for oversized items.
Special shipping requests may be extra.
Shipping outside the US: For orders under
$150.-, add $7.00 to cover partial postage
and insurance. Please add an additional $3.for full sheets, large items etc. Orders over
$150.- may cost extra depending on
shipping method. All shipments are sent
privately insured.
Alternates: Although we try to keep all
listed stamps in stock at all times, it is not
always possible. We suggest including
alternate selections when possible to avoid
refunds.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Any
item that does not please you may be
returned for a prompt refund or exchange.

UMM AL QUIWAIN
Bird block of 12 printer’s proof printed on
both sides. …… $35.00

VENEZUELA
#1416a-e Imperf proofs on proof
paper………$125.00

VIETNAM
Waterfowl proof, imperf block of
6……..$75.00
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